MORE THAN 60 INCLUSIVE WASHROOMS ON CAMPUS

The University of Waterloo’s Equity Office has introduced more than 60 inclusive washrooms throughout campus beginning in fall 2016.

» The new inclusive washrooms will include two types of facilities:

1. **Fully inclusive** washrooms are gender inclusive, single user facilities that are accessible and may include features like sharps containers and change tables.

2. **Gender inclusive** washrooms are gender inclusive, single user facilities that may include additional features.

» Both, fully inclusive washrooms and inclusive washrooms will be marked with a tactile and braille room sign that reads “washroom.”

» The aim of these facilities is to provide private washrooms for everyone.

» More inclusive washrooms will be added in the next phase of this initiative.

For fully inclusive and inclusive washroom locations see the Equity Office website or campus map.
uwaterloo.ca/equity/equity-initiatives/inclusive-washrooms
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